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Abstract

The north-american mathematician and computer
scientist Warren Weaver was one of the first enthu-
siasts of the machine translation technologies. On a
memorandum written in 1949 he compared the expe-
rience of translation with the meeting of individuals,
who were first closed in their own towers, on a com-
mon ground. Weaver imagined that it should be in this
«great open basement, common to all» (1949, p. 11),
where communication with those who have also des-
cended from their towers should be easy. The author
used the figure of the common ground to theorize on
the possibility of a universal language that could be
used in machine translation processes. 

However, this is not the reason why we have found in-
terest on the analogy described by Weaver. Instead,
we have revisited it to establish a dialog between the
possibility of meeting on a common ground and the
notions of normality and engagement which, accor-
ding to Indian literary theorist and feminist critic
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, are essential for any en-
counter and exchange between different-status indi-
viduals to happen (Spivak, 1995, p. xxv). By doing this,
we put emphasis on acts of care and affection which
may ensure a closer and long-term approach between
non-identicals while transgressing the norms of poli-
tical correctness. At this point, we defend the poten-
tial of the artistic practices to generate a
participatory context where normality, affection and
engagement are the main characteristics of that com-
mon ground where encounters may be possible. In this
order of things, the artist is seen as the one who can
work on the tasks of building the scenario and caring
for all the agents that are supposed to meet on it.
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This paper is based on the study of the Translation
Studies’literature but also on the analysis of some ar-
tistic experiences of participatory practices led by
Spanish projects such as Nyamnyam and Deriva Mus-
sol.
Keywords: common ground; secret encounters; affection; engage-
ment; translation.

Descending the towers

In 1954, engineers and computer scientists working
for IBM in the United States carried on the first public
demonstration of a machine translation experiment.
In it, a series of sentences written in Russian where
automatically translated to English by an IBM 701
computer. One of the translated sentences was: “In-
ternational understanding constitutes an important
factor in decision of political questions” (IBM, 1954).
This phrase could be interpreted as the main state-
ment which motivated all economic and human inves-
tment in research on the automation of translation in
the West during the Cold War. In a context of conflict,
the possibility of understanding between non-identi-
cals meant, as well, the possibility of political action
in response to the state of conflict.

In fact, a similar approach was already uttered in 1947,
by the American mathematician Warren Weaver, one
of the earliest enthusiasts about translation techno-
logies and at that time director of the Natural Scien-
ces Division at the Rockefeller Foundation. In a letter
he wrote to Prof. Norbert Wiener (the so-called father
of cybernetics), Weaver argued about the significant
role that translation, conceived as “the communication
between peoples”, had in any project for the creation
of a “constructive and peaceful future of the planet”
(1949, p. 4). Two years later, in 1949 he wrote a memo-

randum to thirty of his influential contacts in which
he described translation as a world-wide problem that
could be solved by “the use of electronic computers
of great capacity, flexibility and speed” (1949, p. 1).
Weaver’s expectations on the effectiveness of the au-
tomation of translation was based on the belief that
all human languages share a same structure; that
there is a level “where they exhibit common traits”
(1949, p. 11). To illustrate this, he used the following
analogy:

Think(...)ofindividualslivinginaseriesof
tallclosedtowers,allerectedoveracom-
monfoundation.Whentheytrytocommu-
nicatewithoneanothertheyshoutback
andforth,eachfromhisownclosedtower.
Itisdifficulttomakethesoundpenetrate
eventhenearesttowers,andcommunica-
tionproceedsverypoorlyindeed.Butwhen
anindividualgoesdownhistower,hefinds
himselfinagreatopenbasement,common
toallthetowers.Hereheestablisheseasy
andusefulcommunicationwith theper-
sonswhohavealsodescendedfromtheir
towers.(1949,p.11)

The (ideal) common ground

Even though Weaver’s image makes quite a lot of
sense to me, the theory that it is supposed to illustrate
has not really been of use to computational linguists
and computer scientists working on translation tech-
nologies’ development. As far as I am concerned, a lin-
guistic structure common to all human languages has
not yet been found. However, in the subtext of Wea-
ver’s description of the towers’ scenario I find the fo-
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llowing series of ideas which, although may not lead
us to an “international understanding” by automatic
processes and computational means, at least may
pave the way to the setting of a scene where commu-
nication between peoples could take place:
- Beyond each one’s cultural identity and distinctive
social features, there are traits that we all share as
human beings.
- Communication between peoples may be possible
not only by means of verbal utterances, but also by
other sensorial experiences.
- The sharing of the common traits between non-iden-
ticals are acts of political implications that can have
transformative consequences on many social levels.
- In order to have a conscious, shared experience of
the common traits between non-identicals, each sub-
ject must get down to a deep level of her own distinc-
tiveness. Moreover, she must be willing to move
across the uncertainty that may generate the meeting
with other, sometimes different and even incompre-
hensible, features of cultural distinctiveness.
- Meetings on the common ground transgress norms
of political correctness; errors and accidents are to-
lerated and even welcome. 

At this point, we could simply describe that “great
open basement, common to all towers” as a common
ground where encounters and exchanges between
peoples are possible. It would be as an independent
football field that neither belonged to any local team,
nor was mediated by any arbitrator. As such, it would
be a place where each subject could easily recognize
the action that was taking place and felt free to par-
ticipate of it at any moment, in her own way, regard-
less of her cultural and social distinctiveness. The
Indian literary and feminist critic Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak used the notion of “secret encounters” to refer

to meetings and exchanges to which non-identical in-
dividuals have been invited to engage by some kind of
authority. Think, for example, of the teacher that on the
first day of the course invites all kids in her group to do
a picnic in the park, as a non-mandatory activity, in order
to improve the kids’ relationship between one another.
According to Spivak, encounters of this kind are only
possible “when the respondents inhabit something
like normality” (1995, p. xxv). For this, I would unders-
tand that those invited to take part in the action
should feel that there is nothing that they may do in-
correctly; they should get a sense of familiarity with
the task at hands. Moreover, it is important to add that
the particularity of Spivak’s secret encounters is a
slight individual feeling of not being fully comprehen-
ded; even though one may be willing to reveal somet-
hing, there may be “a sense that something has not
got across” (1995, p. xxv). I would say that this is due,
precisely, to each one’s distinguishing features that
differentiate her from all the others who also descen-
ded from their towers to the common ground.

Common traits: walking, talking, cooking, eating

Even though the fact of being something “common” is
supposed to be the specific characteristic of the com-
mon ground, I cannot make sure the place is really fre-
quented. Norms regulating life and action at a global
scale instituted by dominant social systems do not
make it easy for secret encounters between non-iden-
ticals to happen, at least not in the sense that Spivak
gave to this notion. There is, however, a bit of light
coming from the terrain of the arts. Some call it “par-
ticipatory arts”, and some others just call it “art”. Re-
gardless of how you would like to tag it, I am referring
to a certain kind of collective experiences of the com-
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mon ground that have been set by artists. Before getting
further into theory, I will share two of them with you.

First, it was the walking and the talking. It was back
in 2013, when ACVic, the local arts center of Vic, hos-
ted the project Deriva Mussol (its literal translation
would be “owl drift”), led by artists Jordi Lafon and
Eva Marichalar with the collaboration of the Aula de
Teatre (a theater group) of the University of Vic. They
wanted to collectively create a theatrical proposal
that would take place in the streets of Vic. Besides
this desire, the only thing they knew is that they wan-
ted to open the process of creation to everyone, so
that everyone who wanted could participate in it. In
order to do so, they invited people to go deriving at
night with them through the streets of Vic to wherever
the walking would take them. Even though a feeling
of awkwardness may awaken to some people when
hearing or reading the word “derive” (I would not say
it is a really “common” word), in fact, the instructions
were so simple that they could be reduced to two key-
words: night, walk. Nothing else. The invitation was

communicated by ACVic. Everyone was invited. By
doing this, they had set up a common ground for se-
cret encounters to happen. At least once per week, dif-
ferent peoples, of different ages, coming from many
backgrounds and with different interests walked to-
gether without any other expectation than simply this:
walking together. 
There was nothing that could go wrong. The possibi-
lity of doing something wrongly did not exist. Even
the common civil laws and social rules of political cor-
rectness where almost forgotten thanks to the fact of
walking by night guided by curiosity, spontaneity and
a playful attitude. Streets were empty; no one was
watching. They did 12 derives. Some people went just
once and it was okay. Some people participated in all
of them and it was also okay. In any case, as Maric-
halar wrote, a stable group of 10 people was progres-
sively constituted (2013, p. 29). Each deriving session
was complemented by another session, called “Par-
lem” (“let’s talk”) dedicated to talking about the expe-
rience. All the members of the group met around a
table and shared whatever they wanted to with the
others; photos, videos, drawings, maps, thoughts,

“Deriva Mussol’s night walk”. Image: courtesy of the artists.

“Deriva Mussol’s parlem”. Image: courtesy of the artists.
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whatever. After the 12 sessions they had an idea for a
theatrical proposal that took finally place and that was
presented to the public as a street art performance.
From my point of view, the fact that this performance
was useful to communicate and share the project with
more people is something secondary, if we compare
it to the importance that it had for the group of wal-
kers and talkers as a self-representation. In other
words, it was a representation of, precisely, themsel-
ves as a group; a kind of family. 

Then, it came the cooking and the eating. It happened
in 2014 one day that I had left my house with the idea
of getting to somewhere called Nyamnyam, where the
presentation of a theater series had to take place. I
had seen the event on Facebook. When I arrived to the
so-called espai Nyamnyam, I found myself in an apart-
ment in Barcelona surrounded by unknown people
who in a very relaxed and familiar way cooked and
ate. I knew I was not in the wrong place because I re-
member reading what seemed to be the theater series’
program written with pencil on the living room’s white
wall and I recognized some artists amongst those who
were cooking, eating and very informally chatting. So-
meone invited me to have a drink, to grab some food
from the table, and I smoothly got into the action, not
without losing a strong feeling of weirdness and mis-
placement. Finally, I got to know the hosts: Iñaki Álva-
rez and Ariadna Rodríguez. I understood something
like those two artists wanted to do something with art
and food and it would consist of a theater series en-
titled “Todo lo que me gusta es ilegal, inmoral o en-
gorda”. During half a year, each month an artist or a
group of artists would be working at Nyamnyam and
every Thursday, at lunchtime, there would be theater
or performance sessions and attendants would also
have lunch. 

Because it all happened at Ariadna and Iñaki’s home,
around a table, while having lunch, it was easy for at-
tendants to get engaged into action, even though no-
body was really asked to do so. What  getting engaged
to those sessions at Nyamnyam meant was not only
participating in the artistic proposal that took place,
but also to do very familiar actions like helping to
serve the dishes, or clearing the table. However, as no-
body was asked to do anything in particular, as it hap-
pened in Deriva Mussol’s walks, there was nothing
that could go wrong. The public was not a public but
people around a same table eating and living together
an experience. From my perspective, the role of the
artists invited to work in Nyamnyam consisted mainly
on setting the scene of what we have been calling “a
common ground”; a place where secret encounters
could happen. The relationship that the attendants to
those sessions have with one another and even with
Ariadna, Iñaki or the artists that led each session is
one of closeness and familiarity.

Settings of the common ground

Whether it was Warren Weaver seeking for “interna-
tional understanding” to happen, or it was the teacher
inviting the kids to a picnic, they both should think of
certain details that would determine the limits of the
common ground: a date and time for the meeting to
start, the place where it would take place, or the gu-
ests. In other words: they would have to set the scene
of the common ground. In fact, it was what Deriva
Mussol or Nyamnyam did and still do. Because both
projects acted as invitations to take part into a simple
activity, no further rules were necessary for any of
them to be developed with the participation of whoe-
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ver wanted to take part of it. Instead, it was a conse-
quence of the balance between each one’s freedom
of engaging or not in the activity and the feeling of
familiarity after a certain number of sessions (walks
with Deriva Mussol or lunches at Nyamnyam), that a
set of unspoken rules of the action taking place on
the common ground slowly flourished. Rules that were
fluid, temporal and unstable. Rules that emerged as a
choreography of the habit. Rules that were fragile and
contingent; they depended on each subject’s partici-
pation, mood and engagement. 

A project that seeks the participation of non-identical
subjects should be open to the unexpected, otherwise
participants may feel easily judged, frustrated or de-
motivated, and they may easily give up. In fact, in con-
trast to normal, institutional norms that rule our life
as citizens, rules of the common ground grow from in-
terpersonal exchanges motivated by the feelings and
acts of care that emerge when individuals become
members of a group dedicated to share common
traits; experiences such as walking or eating together.
These are rules that do not come from a higher aut-
hority but are generated by all the members of the
group. These conditions bring normality and produce
engagement. Setting the scene of the common ground
where these dynamics can take place requires a cer-
tain disposition to work with uncertainty. I would say
that this is something artists are specially good at. As
Canadian theorist Stephen Wright has argued, «art
tends to know intuitively and by definition that other
worlds are plausible, flattering itself as being one of
the more sophisticated launch pads for world multi-
plication» (2013, p. 8). Setting a common ground is bu-
ilding the scenario for those other worlds, which we
may still ignore, can exist. The potentiality of each
common ground depends on the value that the artist

gives to each individual’s everyday practices or, as
Wright has described them, those practices “employed
to navigate daily life and to sustain relations, the prac-
tices which are at the heart of social transformation
long before we are able to name it as such” (2013, p.
25).
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